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ABSTRACT

The profession ethics is one of the important ways to support the work especially in the banking. The bank employee needs the profession ethics to make the client interested in the service of bank, because the bank has the people truth. They have to be able to mobilize and offer every service which the bank has to the client. When the client has believed in the bank’s service and the employee, they will not be uncertain about their financial. They can deposit their money in the bank safely and also they sometimes will get something special about their deposit. The bank will give the loan to the people who want to begin their business, so it means that the bank has big part in the nation developing for economy. The bank service will be running, when they have been handed by the good employee which has the profession ethics. To create the professionalism of employee in the work world needs the understanding about the profession ethics. The customer service is one of the good employees which have the important position to communicate to the client, so they really have to understand and implement the profession ethics in their working.
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